





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Study on the Japan Sea Route Using Ancient Japanese Poems 
“Kehi no kα伊trautα（気比神楽歌）”
KEIJI SUZUKI 
This paper reconsidered regional tra伍csbefore the 8th century in Japanese archipelago, especially 
the route crossing the Japan S巴a.The area studied here is Tsuruga City in Fukui Prefecture. 
Materials used are “Kehi no Kagurauta （気比神楽歌）”， courtpoems used in Kyoto during the Heian 
period. These poems were originally performed in the festivals at Kehi Shrine （気比神社） It is written 
in their lyrics that the Ama family （海部氏） of Tsuruga thrived on the Japan Sea tra伍cin early 7th 
century, and that some people from Kyushu landed at Tsuruga. Poems also contain place names in 
the vicinity of Tsuruga目 Theanalysis of these poems unfolded the detail of ancient land and sea 
trafics around Tsuruga. 
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